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Reese,Smalley, Wiseman & Schweitzer, LLP I
Serving the Shasta County 8c Surrounding Communities Since 1988

You may be entitled to compensation if
you or a loved one experienced:
Damage to homes, ranches & farms
Physical injuries (e.g. burns, smoke
inhalation, etc.)
Evacuation-related damages

Smoke & soot damage
Loss of cherished possessions
Tree & landscaping damages
Lost business income

Call Paul Meidus

for a Free
Consultation

(530)241-161

Emotional distress
Erosion issues
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Disclaimer; This advertisement is not a guarantee or prediction of any recoyery as each case is depenc(^nt on its

particular facts.
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TO OUR CLIENTS.FRIENDS AND FAMILIES.

We understand 2020 has presented our community
with a variety of challenges related to the COVID19 pandemic, even as we continue to recover from
the devastating wildfire losses of2018. Our
attomeys and staff at Reese, Smalley, Wiseman and
Schweitzer, LLP,having been serving our
community and surrounding areas since 1988. We
continue to provide legal services and
representation to individuals and businesses despite
these challenges.
Recently, a number of our existing clients contacted
us to report damages from the Zogg fire that erupted
September 27,2020. In response, we have
assembled a team of legal and related experts to
assist those affected by the Zogg fire. If you, or
someone you know,has suffered harm,injury or
other losses from the Zogg fire, we would like to
help you navigate the road to recovery, including
holding those responsible for such losses to
account by providing you with fair and
reasonable compensation.
While the cause ofthe Zogg fire remains under
investigation, initial reports, including statements
made by PG&E to the California Public Utilities
Commission, suggest PG&E may have caused the
Zogg Fire. PG&E admitted that on Sept. 27 at
about 2:40 pm,one oftheir pieces ofequipment
sounded an alarm in the area determined to be the

origin ofthe fire. At 2:43 pm,both wildfire camera
images and satellite data provided indications offire
in the same area. CalFire has since taken possession
ofPG&E's equipment to complete its investigation.
But the initial evidence implicates PG&E as the
responsible party.

Our assembled team ofexpert attomeys and staff
have over 50 years of collective experience
resolving fire claims and cases. We have
successfully helped innumerable California families
get back on their feet after wildfire devastation. We

understand the accompanying grief, confusion and
related trauma demands individualized and

dignified personal attention. Our professionals
will meet with you or your loved ones and listen to
your stories. The tools we've developed over the
years can ease the burden of the claim and
recovery process. Our free, no-obligation 11-page
Resource and Recovery Guide,as well as our 30page personal property checklist, will assist you
to more easily navigate the claim process and
inventory your fire-related losses. Among our
experts are a ranch owner who can assess the value
of your landscaping,fence and tree losses, and a
C.P.A. who can evaluate business losses for you.
Most importantly, we are available and responsive
because we know how important it is to get quick
answers to your most pressing questions.

While I have been practicing injury law for all of
my career and have helped injured clients recover
millions of dollars, our assembled team have

obtained significant results for clients in previous
regional wildfires, often in addition to or in place of
insurance payouts, including: 1)$3.8 million for a
Ranch Owner who had received a $2 million

insurance payout; 2)$600,000 in personal property
losses to a Renter without insurance; 3)$1.3
million for a Homeowner who had received a $1

million insurance payout; 4)$900,000 in business
losses; 5)Multiple $l,000-$5,000 awards to
displaced clients for relocation and meal expenses.

The greatest gift we receive in retum for the
services we provide are the repeated expressions of
gratitude and relief our clients share as a result of
our combined efforts. We welcome the opportunity
to serve our fiiends, neighbors and others in our
community who have suffered losses due to the
Zogg fire. Please call us today for a no-cost/no
obligation consultation conceming your rights and
options.

Sincerely,
Paul Meidus, Attomey and Partner.

